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Background

Who is Dr Abbie Clinics?

Dr Abbie Clinics is a Sydney based medical practioner that has been at
the forefront of providing bio-mechanical assessment services to
Australians for over three decades now. Over the years, Dr Abbie
Clinics has taken pride in providing the a high quality and customised
service to the people of Australia.
For Dr Abbie Clincs to be able to take their service to the next level, a
sound and robust IT network was key to achieving that. This was when
Sprint Networks stepped in and helped transform the network digitally.

What were the existing IT issues?
Lack of Business
Continuity

Lack of Cybersecurity

Poor Wi-Fi
connectivity

No secure data
backup

No Visibility of
the network

Poorly managed
network

Our Solution

All-in-one DeviceThe new 'Heart' of the Network

What the solution did for Dr Abbie Clinics:
Provides business continuity when the NBN goes down

Built-in NGFW protects patients confidential information from cyber
threats

Complete network visibility and monitoring of all network traffic.

The entire network accessible from the palm of a mobile phone.

Our Solution

Wi-Fi 6- No more connectivity woes!

Our state-of-the-art Wi-Fi 6 solution aims at providing secure and fast
internet access to all users at the clinic. This will is being done using a
Cisco Meraki solution, that is a market leader in the field of high-efficiency
wireless.

What the solution did for Dr Abbie Clinics:
Fast and secure Wi-Fi for all users at the clinic

Optimum Wi-Fi coverage across the clinic

High capacity Wi-FI 6, ensuring more stable
connections.

The Future
Meraki Cameras

Remote Access

Our future proposals to Dr Abbie would include cloud managed cameras
and also a remote work from anywhere solution. These solutions are
intended to provide Dr Abbie Clinics with a digitally transformed network
that will help drive the business to serve its customers better, day-in and
day-out.

We are delighted to have a cyber-security
system in place for our Medical practice.
We had a lot of concerns with our NBN and IT Security.
All our Medical systems are on the Internet. If we lose
access to our NBN or the data is compromised, our
business is hampered and we lose our patient's trust.
We were in dire need of a reliable solution that would
secure our customer data, business systems and
provide a backup option for the NBN.
We appreciate Sprint Networks for delivering a
complete cyber-security and NBN backup solution for
us.
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